Four Television Channels

Since we signed on the air in 1954 with our first television channel, we’ve told stories from farmers’ fields, the downtown coffee shop and city streets. Our work is essential – and possible because of support from our business partners and members.

Today, we have four television channels.

Nebraska Public Media
Watch twelve hours of PBS KIDS educational programming each weekday, plus PBS programs such as Masterpiece, NOVA, NATURE, Antiques Roadshow and PBS NewsHour during primetime. This channel also includes local favorites like Big Red Wrap-Up, Nebraska Stories and Backyard Farmer, plus high school and collegiate sports coverage, and award-winning local news and documentaries.

Create
Our Create channel inspires home-improvement buffs, feeds food fans and takes viewers around the world with travel programming. Watch gardening and arts and crafts programming, as well as programs dedicated to improving health and well-being.

PBS KIDS
PBS KIDS programs broadcast 24/7, including primetime hours when families watch TV together.
(No underwriting opportunities available at this time.)

World
Our World channel informs and inspires with real stories. Watch PBS documentaries, news and public affairs programming, plus live gavel-to-gavel coverage of the Nebraska Legislature and other venues including the Governor’s Hearing Room and the Supreme and Appellate Courts.

Television Coverage Map
VISIT NebraskaPublicMedia/television for additional details.